
Popular Education (in France)  

various networks for contested definitions

INTRODUCTION

➢ Tour of names along with an anecdote about a memory linked with your own "political education" 

+ possible questions and expectations related to the workshop. The idea of this exercise is to give 

the speach to everybody, not just to give your name, but express something at the beginning of the 

workshop. This way, it will be easier for some people to speek in front of the group, later during  

the workshop. And, of course, we learn a bit of the expectations of each participants...

➢ Alternative (if you've got time enough) : the M.I.G (Mutual Interview Group). By 2 or 3, people 

take half an hour to interview themself. The idea is to present each others later, in the big group. 

This way, you don't talk about yourself but about somebody you didn't know before, only with the 

few elements he gave you some minutes ago. For this workshop, we could have have used this 

kind of questions : « When and how is your  political consciousness born ?» & « What do you 

expect  from this  workshop ? ».  Exemple :  Amy ITW Sabâa,  then,  she gives  to  the group the 

answers of Sabâa (who can correct if necesseray) this way : « Sabâa discovered politic at the age 

of 18, when she started the University, because she says that at home, they didn't speak about 

politic »...

- Of course, there can be more than 2 questions ! The animators of the sequence will prepare 

them according to the main subject.  

➢ Condensed History :  The idea of  lifelong learning for the first time appears during the 1789's 

Revolution, when the Marquis de Condorcet presented a report in two parts, the first one about 

public schooling of the children, which lead to the creation of a Ministry for Public Instruction, 

the other on adult education, which will be quickly forgotten. By this time, Democrats perceive 

the  importance  of  educating  citizens  to  democracy.  Subsequently,  the  social  struggles  of  the 

nineteenth century will  perpetuate this  idea.  It  is found in the former trade unionists,  and the 

creation of Labour Exchanges or Popular Universities, or in others experiences, consistently until 

the second world war.

In 1944, the National Resistance Council publishes its program, with a strong desire to create a 

Ministry of Popular Education. Indeed, it is clear that at the time the instruction is not enough: one 

can be the most educated people in the world and elect a dictator, as was the case in Germany. If 

you wish to establish a sustainable democracy, it is therefore necessary to organize the political  

education of young adults. Unfortunately, this idea will become a victim of the struggle for power 



between Gaullists and Communists, and the project will be sabotaged. To date, there is no real  

political will to create a public policy of popular education.

Proponents  of  a  politic  popular  education  are  then  going  to  be  organized  differently.  Large  

federations of associations will grown on the fringes of power. Most important will be needed to 

make enough to become true institutions. They negotiate directly with their ministries, Youth and 

Sport and Culture, sometimes to the detriment of a true political independence. Today the situation 

is as follows:

◦ one side of the Great Federations: French Scouting, MJC, Social Centre, CEMEA, Francas, 

etc. Linked with international groups (ex: YMCA)

◦ Many smaller associations: ATTAC (international), the Crefad networks, People and Culture, 

hundreds of local associations

◦ and the third way, most recently, the cooperative network of the “Pavés”, wich means “Paving 

stone”, the one you can build with, or throw: The original Pavé in Rennes, The “Engrenage” in 

Tours (the Gear or Mesh ?), the Orage in Grenoble (Storm), and Vent Debout (Wind Up) at 

Toulouse. They are all radical forms of popular education.

 

➢ SOME DEFINITIONS ?

◦ CONDORCET :  Condorcet's  statement  presented  to  the  National  Assembly in  April  1792 

gives  education  a  democratic  purpose  and  provides  the  basis  for  Popular  Education  by 

showing that the teaching of citizenship is part of a republican regime. "The instruction allows 

for de facto equality and to the political equality recognized by law... Continuing education 

throughout life, it will prevent the knowledge acquired in schools to fade quickly in memory: 

we note in the minds of meaningful activity,  we teach the people new laws (...)  that it  is 

important not to ignore. We can finally show him the art of learning by itself. "

◦ Jean-Claude  DUMOULIN,  President  of  FONJEP  in  "Popular  Education,  nostalgia  or

reality ", 1992. "Popular education can be understood as a means of achieving the ambition 

democratic power of citizens by citizens for citizens. So should it allow those who do not have 

access to the acquisition of basic knowledge necessary for the exercise of citizenship,  the 

structuring of rational thought, and collective learning of democracy in the struggles for the 

triumph, in the institutions that promote it. "

◦ ARDOINO: "Public education is the development of critical thinking of the majority", speech 

at a seminar at CNAJEP, December 1999.

◦ Lapeyronnie, professor of sociology: "Public education should be that the social explanation 

of the situation where we are,  inequalities (...)  our major  problem is  recreate the political 

language, that is- ie put the policy where there is the political vacuum, giving resources to take 

some distance,  making the conflict,  making the political space where the political  vacuum 



prevents people to build, to build and to exist in social life ", intervention in the regional forum 

of popular education in Auvergne. on 27/04/1999 at Clermont Ferrand.

◦ Jean-Pierre  NOSSENT  "Historically,  Popular  Education  rooted  in  the  draft  political 

democracy (the power belongs only to citizens) and economic democracy (fair distribution of 

wealth  and  power  in  the  company).  "Popular  education  is  according  Nossent  the 

implementation  of  a  culture  of  resistance.  "Resistance  to  anyone  who  wants  to  reduce 

individuals  and social  groups to  an object  to  capitalism that  attempts  to  link  them to the 

service consumer goods, both by their inclusion in the system by excluding certain." 

➢ Collective definition of a democracy : everyone writes on the paper board the words that came to 

their minds to definate “democracy”.

➢ Alternative : each one writes on a piece of paper a definition of “what democracy is in our real 

life” and “what democracy should be in a better reality” and then comes to display it on the paper 

board, trying to regroup by themes (reality, utopy, process, history, etc).

◦ This exercise, whatever are the variants, allow the participants to express different opinions 

and perspectives, wich, at the end, give a kind of collective knowledge...

Actuality of a Popular Education in a political way

 The network of the Paving Stones : or how from an action research began the revival of 

popular education. 

• Scop le Pavé (litteraly : workers' production cooperative society of the Paving Stone), in Rennes, 

Britanny :  a  cooperative  of  social  transformation  and  political  education ;  gesticulated 

conferences ; Internships of professionnal (de)formation ; an uncompromising radicalism, etc.. 

• The Swarm Strategy : The “Engrenage” in Tours (the Gear or Mesh ?), also about media critic and 

activism in  the  public  space  ;  The “Orage”  in  Grenoble  (the  Storm),  also  about  generational 

questions  or  philosophy  of  the  body,  and  Vent  Debout  (Wind  Up)  at  Toulouse,  also  about 

international cooperation and syndicalism...

• The procedure of Paul Ricoeur: "Is democratic, a society which recognizes itself divided, that is to 

say traversed by contradictions of interest, and that attaches as a method to associate equally every 

citizen in : 

◦ the expression of these contradictions, 

◦ the analysis of these contradictions 

◦ and then call for debate and deliberate these contradictions, 

◦ seen arriving at an arbitration. " (or “in view of reaching an arbitration.”??) 



Small trip in Educ Pop '

• France: People & Culture + network of the Crefad (Centers for Research, Study and Training to 

Animation and Development) ; Forum Theatre (eg Naje) ; Training Citizen Action (Lyon), the Fair 

Café (Marseilles) ...

• Italy: Gli Centri Sociali; the Arci; The Scighera (Milan) ...

• Tunisia:  Lam  Echaml  (Together),  the  birth  of  a  civil  society  based  initiatives  (associations, 

debates, etc.) ...

• Elsewhere:  Permanent  Education  in  Belgium;  Educ  Pop  in  Quebec;  Empowerment  and  the 

descendants  of  Saul  Alinsky in  the  US ;  Paolo  Freire's  influence  throughout  South  America; 

Initiatives in India, Vietnam, Afghanistan, various African countries, etc..

• ATTAC :  « ATTAC is an international  organization involved in  the  alter-globalization movement.  We  

oppose neo-liberal  globalization and develop social,  ecological,  and democratic  alternatives  so  as  to  

guarantee fundamental rights for all.  Specifically,  we fight for the regulation of financial markets,  the  

closure of tax havens, the introduction of global taxes to finance global public goods, the cancellation of  

the debt of developing countries, fair trade, and the implementation of limits to free trade and capital  

flows.  The ‘Association for the Taxation of financial  Transactions and Aid to Citizens was founded in  

France  in  December  1998  after  the  publication  in  the  Monde  Diplomatique  of  an  editorial  entitled  

‘Désarmer les  marchés’ (Disarm the markets)  that  launched the  notion of  creating an association to  

promote the Tobin tax. The organization expanded very rapidly into the rest of the world with an ATTAC  

network around an  international  charter  set  up  in  1999.  Today,  the  association is  active  in  some 40  

countries, with over a thousand local groups and hundreds of organizations supporting the network. (from 

the website) 

The Praxis : to think = to do

➢ A quick tour of different methods used in popular education :

◦ Mouving  Debate:  the  group  is  in  the  middle  of  the  space  (room,  open  space)  when  the 

animator explain that he's going to annouce an affirmation and people are going to choose 

between two camps : the ones who agree on one side, and the one who disagree on the other 

side. These two groups will have 2 or 3 minutes to prepare some arguments to convince the 

other camps. When the game start, one personn of one group give an argument. If people are 

« touched » by this argument, they can change of side. After that, the other camps give one 

argument and same : are people touched ? Do some of them change of side ? You can even be 

unconvinced by your hown camp ! The debat goes on for half an hour, and at the end, the 

animator give the key : of course the first affirmation was unfair ! One or two words where 

subject to different interpretations, and that's why people agreed or not. Exemples : "Being left 

nowadays is loving to lose", the important word is « nowadays » ; or : "The unions are useful 



and necessary", etc.

◦  Detoxification of Language Workshop : cf PJ

◦ The Word Bearers: cf PJ

◦ Conscientization Inquiries : this exercise is quite old, one was even writen by K. Marx ! This 

quind of inquiry is mainly used today not to get statistics, but to help the interwied personn to 

think about her professionnal situation. Cf PJ

◦ My  Village  &  Via  Scighera :  at  the  beginning,  some  people  of  the  Scighera,  a  kind 

Cultural/Social Center in the Bovisa's neighbourwood, in Milano (Italy), that were working on 

the concept of « area life » (or « local organisation ») decided to visit other area in others cities 

to see what they were doing. They arrived in the Croix-Rousse area, in Lyon (France), and met 

different organizations... Then the people of Lyon went to Milano, then the Italians went to 

Marseille (Fr), Geneva (Ch), or people of Lyon went to Bremen (Germany), etc. Now there are 

contacts  between  cities  in  Italy,  Germany,  france,  Switzerland,  Spain...  And  these  self 

organized exchanges continue... cf :

◦ The Big Debate : it's a way to organize debates with a lot of people about different questions. 

In a room big enough to host all the participants, the animators put different tables with a 

different question on each table. When the participants get in,n they can choose the tables they 

want to go to and the talks start. 

• There always is a table with a question for « big mouth » people (like deputies, mayors 

or else), as they all meet on the same table and the others are free for « normal » people 

to debate quietly !

• People are allowed to quit their table and to go to other ones

• each table needs some animators (facilitator, secretary, etc)

• the Big Debat must end with concret proposals, wich can be boarded for people to 

organize later, meet, give appointments, etc

◦ The ideal G.A : why do people get bored about General Assemblies ? Maybe because they 

look  the  same,  most  of  the  times,  and  are  not  so  « democratic » !  This  Anti  G.A was 

imaginated by militants who wanted to change this. Many different options have been tried, 

and this schedule gave the best results :

• With the convocations, send all the important texts, and precise they won't be read 

during the Assembly (moral reports, financial boards, etc) 

• Start with a cocktail, it's the best way the give begin, especially for people who are not 

used with these kind of formal meetings. This way, the participants will have time to 

meet, talk, read the different reports they didn't read before...

• Board all the reports. At the end of this exhibition, put an urne for each report,  as 

people could vote during the « welcome cocktail »



• When everybody is here, and have voted, you can then start a Big Debate, or a simple 

one, about some important questions, like : « what are we going to do for the uncoming 

year ?» or « what are our new perspective for the next period ? », etc. Of course, the 

questions are influenced by the results of the votes !!

• At the end, you can organize some elections, if you are in a type of organization which 

is ruled by elected people, or simply talk about the new commissions, working groups, 

etc.

• A film, a concert or any kind of « festive » event can be a great thing to conclude, think 

about it...

MAIN LINKS >>>

• The  Pavé network  :  In  Rennes  (Britany),  http://scoplepave.org ;  In  Tours  (Center), 

http://lengrenage.blogspot.fr ;  In  Toulouse  (Midi-Pyrénées),  http://www.vent-debout.org ;   In 

Grenoble (Rhône-Alpes), http://scoplorage.org 

• The Crefad network : http://www.reseaucrefad.org 

• La Scighera,  Social  Center in Milano (Member of the international network « My Village ») : 

http://www.lascighera.org 

• Lam Echaml, politic education in Tunisia : http://www.lamechaml.org 

• Casa  del  Pumarejo,  Area  House  in  Sevilla  :  http://www.facebook.com/pages/Casa-Palacio-

Pumarejo-Sevilla  
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